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Fiber-to-the-Seat (FTTS) Fiber Distribution System

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of the

following U.S. Provisional Patent Application Nos.: 60/843,735, filed September 11, 2006

(Attorney docket no. ZORECOl OPR) titled "Fiber-to-the-Seat (FTTS) Fiber Distribution

System" which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety and made part of the

specification.

BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

[0002] This application in general relates to the field of distributing information

content using a fiber-optic network. Some embodiments in this application describe systems

and architecture to provide in-flight entertainment.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] In-flight entertainment (IFE) systems have evolved significantly over the

last 25 years. Prior to 1978, IFE systems consisted only of audio systems. In 1978, Bell and

Howell (Avicom Division) introduced a group viewing video system based on VHS tapes.

Ten years later, in 1988, Airvision introduced the first inseat video system allowing

passengers to choose between several channels of broadcast video hi 1997, Swissair installed

the first interactive Video on Demand (VOD) system. Currently, several IFE systems provide

VOD with full DVD-like controls.

[0004] Until about 2000, the pace at which capabilities were added to IFE systems

outpaced the technological advances found in IFE systems, leading to heavier more costly

systems. IFE suppliers have leveraged technological advances to moderately reduce the cost

and size of IFE systems. However, significant drops in legacy IFE system costs are not easily

realized, as these systems are implemented with proprietary hardware and software

architectures created at significant development cost that must be amortized over a small

group of buyers (namely, the airlines). Whereas a typical terrestrial VOD system may have

tens of thousands of installations supporting tens of millions of end users, a typical IFE

system may have only several hundred installations supporting tens of thousands of seats.



[0005] In terrestrial VOD systems, the number of distinct hardware components

encompassed in the end-to-end system can be quite large. Head-end components (VOD

servers, system controllers, key managers, game servers, web servers, etc.) are generally

mounted in standard racks, distribution components (Ethernet switches, ATM switches,

SONET switches, etc.) are spatially distributed from the head end out to the viewing room,

and within the viewing room there is generally a set top box and video display unit (VDU).

Except for the set top box and in some cases the VOD server, terrestrial VOD system

hardware components are commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products. Therefore, there is

generally little development or operational cost penalty for having more hardware. Also, the

operational cost of terrestrial VOD systems is minimally impacted by the size, weight, or

power of the system.

[0006] hi the IFE environment, on the other hand, operational costs are highly

dependent on the weight and power of the IFE system. IFE installation costs and passenger

comfort depend largely on the size and form factor of the IFE line replaceable units (LRUs).

And an airline's IFE operation and maintenance costs depend largely on the number of

distinct LRUs, both within a single aircraft and across an airline's entire fleet of aircraft.

SUMMARY

[0007] In one embodiment described herein a fiber to the seat distribution system

is disclosed. The fiber to the seat distribution systems comprises a fiber-optic junction box

and a number, M, of server-switch line replacement units provided to said fiber-optic

junction box via one or more fiber-optic network cables. The system also comprises a

number, N, of video display units provided to said junction box by a plurality of fiber-optic

network cables.

[0008] hi another embodiment, a passenger entertainment system is disclosed.

The passenger entertainment system comprises one or more servers. The system further

comprises one or more trunk line to head-end cable assemblies, having a first end and a

second end, wherein said first end has a number, P, of cable terminations and said second end

has a number, Q, of cable terminations. The system also comprises one or more trunk line

disconnect assemblies, having a first end and a second end, wherein said first end has Q

connectors that substantially mate with the number, Q, of cable terminations on the second



end of the trunk line to head-end cable assembly. Additionally, the system comprises one or

more trunk line to seat group cable disconnect assemblies; having a first end and a second

end, wherein said first end of the trunk line to seat group disconnect assembly is substantially

joined to the second end of the trunk line disconnect assembly. The passenger entertainment

system further comprises one or more seat group disconnect assemblies having a first end and

a second end, wherein the first end of the seat group disconnect assembly is substantially

joined to the second end of the trunk line to seat group cable disconnect assembly. The

system also comprises a number, N, of seat group disconnect to video display unit cable

assemblies, each of said seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assembly having a

first end and a second end, wherein said first end of each of the seat group disconnect to

video display unit cable assembly, substantially provides connection with the second end of

the seat group disconnect and the second end of each of seat group disconnect to video

display unit cable assembly, substantially joins to a video display unit.

[0009] In another embodiment, a method of distributing information in

connection with passenger entertainment system is disclosed herein. The said method

comprises marshalling information in a server. The method further comprises transporting

information from said server to one or more trunk line disconnect assemblies over one or

more trunk line to server cable assemblies, transporting information from said one or more

trunk line disconnect assemblies to one or more trunk line to seat group disconnect

assemblies. The method also comprises transporting information from said one or more trunk

line to seat group disconnect assemblies to one or more seat group disconnect assemblies

over one or more trunk line to seat group disconnect cable assemblies. Additionally, the

method comprises transporting information from said one or more seat group disconnect

assemblies to one or more video display units over one or more seat group disconnect to

video display unit cable assemblies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] Figure 1 shows a legacy Inflight Entertainment system architecture.

[0011] Figure 2 shows a FTTS Server-Switch Line Replacement Unit based

Inflight System Architecture.

[0012] Figure 3 shows a FTTS distribution system.



[0013] Figure 4 shows a FTTS distribution system comprising a junction box.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The following detailed description is directed to certain specific

embodiments of the invention. However, the invention can be embodied in a multitude of

different ways. In this description, reference is made to the drawings wherein like parts are

designated with like numerals throughout. As will be apparent from the following

description, the embodiments may be implemented in any mode of transportation that is

configured to provide entertainment and or information (e.g., audio-video programming,

news, Internet data, etc.) to passengers. The embodiments described herein can be deployed

in airplanes, trains, ships, buses, etc. Additionally it is envisioned that these systems may also

be deployed in college/university dormitories, hospitals, lecture halls, auditoriums, theatres,

etc.

[0015] In various embodiments described herein systems and method to

implement a fiber-to-the-seat distribution architecture is disclosed. The fiber-to-the-seat fiber

distribution system comprises one or more servers that are provided with server disconnects.

Information from the server is transported over the fiber-to-the-seat distribution network to

video display units disposed on the seat-backs or overhead seats in a mode of transporting

people. The fiber-to-the-seat fiber distribution system comprises a junction box substantially

linking a plurality of servers and a plurality of video display units. The means of providing

connection between the server, the junction and the video display units can include passive

fiber optic networks. Other systems may be provided to the junction box. In one embodiment,

each of the plurality of video display units is joined to one server by a passive fiber optic link.

[0016] Figure 1 illustrates a typical, legacy IFE system architecture which is also

described in U.S. patent application number 11/533258 (Arty. Ref. No. ZOREC.009A),

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and made part of the specification

hereof. The left of the figure shows the components that are typically found at the head end of

the system or in an electronics bay. The right side of the figure illustrates the components that

are typically found at the passenger seat. The middle section of the figure shows the

components that are typically found between the head end and the seats. These components

are area distribution boxes (ADBs) 110 or a combination of ADBs 110 and zone interface



units (ZIUs) (not shown). One purpose of the ADBs 110 and ZIUs is to fan-out the

distribution of IFE data from the head end to the seats. In some embodiments, the ADB 110

may be joined to one seat electronics box (SEB) 112 within each seat column. The SEB 112

may then distribute data forward and/or backward to an adjacent seat group in the same seat

column.

[0017] On the right side of Figure 1, three examples of in-seat architectures are

shown. Box A illustrates an example of in-seat architecture wherein the SEB 112 is joined to

a plurality of VDUs 113. Boxes B and C illustrate in-seat architectures wherein the SEB 112

may be eliminated or significantly reduced in size by joining the ADB 110 to the VDU

113/131/130. hi some embodiments, the VDU 113/131/130 may be intelligent and comprise

decision circuits and memory banks hi some systems the SEB 112 can be eliminated,

generally at the expense of VDU 113/131/130 size, weight, and power. For example, in boxes

B and C the ADB 110 is joined directly to the VDU 131/130 without the SEB 112. The

description and functions of the various components in this architecture are summarized

below.

[0018] Offboard Network - An offboard network 100 communicates with

terrestrial networks generally through satellite-based or ground-based radio frequency (RF)

networks. Offboard network 100 is generally joined to an IFE head-end switch 109 through

one of head-end network cables 120. A bidirectional version of offboard network 100

provides network connectivity of an IFE onboard network 101 with terrestrial networks

(broadband connectivity). A unidirectional version of offboard network 100 provides an IFE

onboard network 100 with access to off-aircraft broadcast data sources such as television

(broadcast video).

[0019] Onboard Network - An onboard network 101 provides the IFE system

with access to non-EFE specific data such as: reading light control, flight attendant call and

flight information for applications such as moving maps. Onboard network 101 is generally

connected to head-end switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0020] Application Server (AppS) - An application server 103 is a system

controller that generally provides one or more of the following services: content

management; channel packaging; transaction processing; billing system integration; services



management; provisioning integration; system administration and management; encryption

management (key servers, authentication etc.); software client management; and server

integration for audio, video, gaming and file servers. AppS 103 generally connects to head¬

end switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0021] Audio Server (AS) - An audio server 105 provides one or more of the

following types of services to the IFE system: Audio on Demand (AOD) and broadcast audio.

AS 105 generally connects to head-end switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0022] Video Server (VS) - A video server 104 provides one or more of the

following type of services to the IFE system: Video on Demand (VOD), Near Video on

Demand (NVOD), Pay-per-View (PPV), Network Personal Video Recorder (PVR) and

broadcast video hi the IFE industry, most systems with VS capability also include AS

capability in the same package. The term of art for the composite package is Audio Video on

Demand, or AVOD. This composite packing is denoted in Figure 1 by enclosing AS 105 and

VS 104 by the light dotted lines. VS 104 generally connects to head-end switch 109 with one

of head-end network cables 120.

[0023] Data Loader (DL) - A data loader 102 provides one or more of the

following types of services for the EFE system: media content updates (movies, audio, games,

internet web pages, files, etc.), key updates, and transaction data transfers. DL 102 generally

transfers data to and from the IFE system using one of the following mechanisms: removable

disk or tape that is inserted into a DL installed on the aircraft, a portable disk drive or tape

drive that is carried onboard and temporarily connected to AS 105 or VS 104, a wireless

LAN, or other wireless link. DL 102 generally connects to head-end switch 109 with one of

head-end network cables 120.

[0024] Game Server (GS) - A game server 106 generally provides one or more of

the following services for the IFE system: the logic and programming for the games and

dynamically delivered web pages for browser based games. GS 106 generally connects to

head-end switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0025] File Server (FS) - A file server 107 generally provides one or more of the

following types of services for the IFE system: cached internet content, cached user data, and



user profile data. FS 107 generally connects to head-end switch 109 with one of head-end

network cables 120.

[0026] Cabin Management Terminal (CMT) - A cabin management terminal 111

allows flight attendants to perform system management and administration functions for the

IFE system such as: LRU reboot, video channel preview, flight attendant override, attendant

call status, reading light status, bit interrogation and system test. CMT 11 1 generally connects

to head-end switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0027] Passenger Flight Information System Server (PFISS)- A passenger flight

information system server 108 uses inputs from the aircraft navigation system and computes

various flight information including time to destination, speed, altitude, outside air

temperature, time at destination, aircraft location for display to passenger either in text form,

or graphically such as a moving map display. PFISS 108 generally connects to head-end

switch 109 with one of head-end network cables 120.

[0028] Head End Switch/Distribution System - A head-end switch/distribution

system 109 interconnects one or more head-end data servers, data networks, and/or other

systems on the head-end of the IFE system. The head end switch/distribution system 109 also

connects to area distribution boxes 110 through head-end to area network cables 121.

[0029] Area Distribution Box (ADB) - An area distribution boxes 110 generally

provide a distribution and signal regeneration function for connecting head-end switch 109 to

passenger seat LRUs. In some embodiments, ADBs 110 connect to head-end switch 109 over

head-end to area network cables 121 and to one of SEBs 112 within each seat column over an

ADB to SEB network cable 122.

[0030] Seat Electronics Box (SEB) - Seat electronics boxes 112 are typically in-

seat LRUs that are generally mounted under the seat and contain the network interface and

the local processing unit for a seat group. In passenger transport, two or more seats mounted

to the same structure form a seat group. Most common seat group size is three seats.

However other sizes such as two seats, fours seats, five seats or more are possible. Because of

this in-seat electronics are often designed at the seat group level rather than at the seat level.

Each of SEBs 112 may support a plurality of seats (e.g. two, three, fours, five, six or seven)

in a seat group. SEBs 112 are usually mounted under the middle seat of the seat group. In



some embodiments the SEBs 112 may be mounted to an edge of a seat group. SEBs 112

receives IFE data from one of the ADBs 110 and distributes data forward and/or backward to

an adjacent seat group in the same seat column. In some embodiments, the data may be

distributed to another SEB over one of the SEB to SEB network cables 126. hi other

embodiments, the SEB may distribute the data to a VDU 113 or a Passenger Control Unit

(PCU) 114. Common in-seat implementations of an SEB are illustrated in Figure 1. hi one

implementation, the SEB generates raw pixel data that is fed to seat-back mounted VDU 113

over the SEB to VDU network cable 124. The SEB also generates raw audio and sends and

receives other control data that are transported to a passenger control unit (PCU) over an SEB

to PCU network cable 125. hi another implementation, an SEB distributes data forward and

backward to SEBs in an adjacent seat group in the same seat column over an SEB to SEB

network cable 126.

[0031] Video Display Unit (VDU) - A video display unit 113 at a minimum

contains the physical display device (e.g., flat panel display) for viewing video content and

navigating the IFE menu system. However, due to complaints about the size of SEBs 112

from airline passengers and advances in technology, IFE suppliers have recently begun

migrating more of the electronics that were previously located in SEBs 112 to VDUs

113/131/130 to reduce the size of SEBs 112. Callout box B shows an example of a VDU 131

in which the SEB 112 has been completely eliminated and VDU 131 communicates directly

to ADB 110 over an ADB to VDU network cable 123. hi this case, PCU 114 connects to

VDU 131 over a PCU to VDU network cable 127. Callout box C shows an example of a

VDU 130 in which both SEB 112 and PCU 114 have been eliminated hi this example VDU

130 communicates directly to ADB 110 over an ADB to VDU network cable 127.

[0032] Passenger Control Unit (PCU) - The passenger control unit (PCU) 114 is

generally a unit that is fixed-mounted or tether-mounted to a passenger's armrest and

provides control functions for interacting with the IFE system. These functions generally

include the following: volume control, channel control, lighting control, attendant call button,

menu buttons, and menu selection buttons.

[0033] Figure 2 shows one embodiment of a server/switch LRU (SSL)-based IFE

system architecture hi this embodiment, one or more SSLs 200 are interconnected with head-



end fiber optic network cables 201 forming an aggregate head-end switch composed of all of

the switches in SSLs 200. Offboard network IOOA and onboard network 101A connect

directly to one or more of SSLs 200 with one of head-end network cables 201. In addition,

data loader 102A and cabin management terminal HlA connect directly to one or more of

SSLs 200 with one of head-end network cables 201. Up to N VDUs 130A are connected

directly to each SSL over one of fiber optic SSL to seat network cables 202. In this instance,

a passenger seat LRU consists in only the VDU. In one embodiment, server functionality

(application server, audio server, video server, games server, file server, passenger

information system server) is integrated into SSLs 200 in a modular, scalable, robust fashion

to minimize the impact on the IFE system in the event server functions in one or more SSLs

200 fail. Additonal details are disclosed in U.S. patent application number 11/533258 (Atty.

Ref. No. ZOREC.009A), which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and made

part of the specification hereof.

[0034] Figure 3 shows one embodiment of a FTTS fiber distribution system used

to distribute information content in connection with a passenger entertainment system such as

entertainment systems deployed in airplanes, trains, ships etc. The FTTS fiber distribution

system illustrated in Figure 3 includes one or more servers 300. One function of the one or

more servers 300 is marshalling of information. For example, the server can receive requests

from its associated clients, process the request, gather information pertaining to the request

from various sources such as its internal database or memory banks, other servers, the

Internet, etc. and forward the information to the requesting clients. The one or more servers

300 receive, store, manage, process and distribute information content such as audio-video

programming, streaming media, Internet data etc. The information content is transported over

a series of cable assemblies and connect/disconnect systems from the one or more servers to

the plurality of video display units. By transporting it is generally implied that the

information is sent and/or received. The plurality of video display units are generally located

on the seat-backs of the mode of transportation in which the passenger entertainment is

deployed. However in some embodiments, the video display units may be located overhead

or be disposed on the arm rest. The number of video display units may be equal to the

number of seats in the mode of transporting people. However in some embodiments the



number of video display units may be greater than or less than the number of seats in the

mode of transporting people. Transporting information from one or more servers to the

plurality of video display units is described in the following paragraphs.

[0035] One or more Trunk Line (TL) disconnects 301 are provided to one or more

servers 300 through the TL to Server fiber network 302. hi some embodiments, the TL to

Server fiber network 302 can comprise TL to head-end cable assemblies which substantially

join the server to the trunk line disconnects 301. Additional trunk line disconnects 301 may

be joined in series through trunk line cable assemblies 303. One or more TL cable assemblies

303 may be provided in series between the TL to Server fiber network 302 and the trunk line

to seat group cable disconnect 304. A Trunk Line to Seat Group disconnect cable assembly

305 joins the trunk line to seat group cable disconnect 304 to the seat group disconnect 306.

Finally, the seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assembly 307 joins the seat

group disconnect 306 to the video display unit 308. The various disconnects (e.g. 301, 304,

306) allow easy reconfiguration of the fiber distribution system. In the event of a component

or system failure, it is advantageous to have various disconnects in the fiber distribution

system as the failed component or system can be isolated for repair without affecting the rest

of the system. The disconnects, also make the architecture modular and make the system

scalable. All the cable assemblies described above can use single or multiple fiber optic

network cables. The single or multiple fiber optic network cables may be active or passive.

[0036] The trunk line to server fiber network 302 can include a single or multiple

fiber-optic cables. In some embodiments, one of the servers 300 can be joined to the trunk

line disconnect 301 by a single fiber-optic cable. In some other embodiments, the single fiber

optic cable from one of the servers 300 can be further divided into multiple fiber-optic cables,

N, such that the number of divisions is less than or equal to the number of video display units

or the number of passengers. In some embodiments, the plurality of video display units may

be joined to one of the servers 300 by a fiber optic cable.

[0037] The seat group disconnects provide connectivity to a group of seats

mounted to a common structure. The number of seats in a seat group can vary between 1 and

10. hi some embodiments, the number of seats in a group may be larger than 10. hi some

embodiments, all the video display units can be joined or linked to a single server in the



manner described above. In some other embodiments, a number, K, of video display units

may be joined or provided to a single server, where K is less than the total number of video

display units.

[0038] Figure 4 shows another embodiment of a FTTS fiber distribution system.

The fiber distribution system illustrated in Figure 4 includes one or more servers 400 having

server disconnects 401. The server disconnect 401 is joined to a junction box disconnect 402

via one or more server to junction box cable assemblies 403. In some embodiments, the

server to junction box cable assemblies can comprise server link cable assemblies. The

junction box disconnect 402 is joined to a junction box 404. hi some embodiments, the

junction box may comprise a fiber optic connection system. The junction box 404 may have a

plurality of ports to connect and disconnect systems and sub-systems. In one embodiment, the

on-board network, off-board network, data loader and the server may be joined to the

junction box via a passive fiber optic network. In some embodiments, the junction box may

provide connection between two or more servers connected to the junction box via server link

cable assemblies through a passive fiber optic network. In some embodiments each of a

plurality of video display units may be connected to a server through a single passive fiber

optic network, the junction box and a server link cable assembly hi some embodiments one

or more trunk line to head-end cable assemblies can be provided to the junction box 404. The

junction box 404 may transport the information from the server to a line replacement unit 405

or a video display unit 410 over a series of cable assemblies. For example, a line replacement

unit 405 may be joined via a cable 406 to a junction box disconnect 402. The junction box

404 may further comprise junction box to seat group cable assemblies 407 which join or link

the junction box 404 to seat group disconnects 408. The junction box to seat group cable

assemblies may 407 may be permanently attached to the junction box 404 or may be attached

to the junction box 404 via disconnects. The seat group disconnect 408 may join to video

display units 410 via seat group cable assemblies 409 and a video disconnect 4 11.

[0039] The junction box 404 may comprise junction box to trunk line cable

assemblies 412. The junction box to trunk line cable assemblies 412 may be attached

permanently to the junction box 404 or may be attached to the junction box via disconnects.

The junction box to trunk line cable assemblies 412 may be serially joined to the trunk line to



seat group assemblies 413 which are further linked serially to the trunk line to seat group

disconnects 408. The seat group disconnect 408 may link to video display units 410 via seat

group cable assemblies 409 and a video disconnect 4 11.

[0040] In some embodiments, the junction box 404 may also comprise junction

box to trunk line cable assemblies 412 which are joined to trunk line cable assemblies 415

via trunk line disconnect 414. The trunk line cable assemblies 415 are in turn connected to

trunk line to seat group cable assemblies 416. The trunk line to seat group cable assemblies

416 are connected to seat group disconnects 408 that may further connect to video display

units 410 via seat group cable assemblies 409 and a video disconnect 411. In some

embodiments, the video display units 410 can be joined to one of the servers 400 in a star

configuration, wherein each video display unit 410 is joined to the junction box 404 with a

fiber optic cable and the junction box 404 is joined to one of the servers 400.

[0041] Although this invention has been disclosed in the context of certain

preferred embodiments and examples, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that the

present invention extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other alternative

embodiments and/or uses of the invention and obvious modifications and equivalents thereof.

In addition, while several variations of the invention have been shown and described in

detail, other modifications, which are within the scope of this invention, will be readily

apparent to those of skill in the art based upon this disclosure. It is also contemplated that

various combinations or sub-combinations of the specific features and aspects of the

embodiments may be made and still fall within the scope of the invention. It should be

understood that various features and aspects of the disclosed embodiments can be combined

with, or substituted for, one another in order to form varying modes of the disclosed

invention. Thus, it is intended that the scope of the present invention herein disclosed should

not be limited by the particular disclosed embodiments described above, but should be

determined only by a fair reading of the claims that follow.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A fiber to the seat distribution system comprising:

a fiber-optic junction box;

a number, M of server-switch line replacement units provided to said fi ber

optic junction box via one or more fiber-optic network cables; and

a number, N, of video display units provided to said junction box by a

plurality of fiber-optic network cables.

2. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 1, further comprising at least

one of:

an on-board network system provided to said junction box via one or more

fiber-optic network cables;

an off-board network system provided to said junction box via one or more

fiber-optic network cables;

one or more data loading systems provided to said junction box via one or

more fiber-optic network cables; and

one or more cabin management terminals provided to said junction box via

one or more fiber-optic network cables.

3. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 1, wherein the system is

configured for use in a mode of transporting people.

4 . The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 3, wherein the total number

of video display units, N, is at least equal to the number of seats in said mode of transporting

people.

5. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 3, wherein the total number

of video display units, N, is less than the number of seats in said mode of transporting people.

6. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 3, wherein the total number

of server-switch line replacement units, M is less than the number of video display units, N .

7. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 1, wherein a number, K, of

video display units is joined to one server-switch line replacement unit through the junction

box.



8. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 7, wherein the number, K, of

video display units joined to one server-switch line replacement unit is greater than 1.

9. The fiber to the seat distribution system of Claim 7, wherein the number, K, of

video display units joined to one server-switch line replacement unit is less than or equal to

the total number, N, of video display units.

10. A passenger entertainment system comprising:

one or more servers;

one or more trunk line to head-end cable assemblies, having a first end and a

second end, wherein said first end has a number, P, of cable terminations and said

second end has a number, Q, of cable terminations;

one or more trunk line disconnect assemblies, having a first end and a second

end, wherein said first end has Q connectors that substantially mate with the number,

Q, of cable terminations on the second end of the trunk line to head-end cable

assemblies;

one or more trunk line to seat group cable disconnect assemblies; having a

first end and a second end, wherein said first end of the trunk line to seat group

disconnect assembly is substantially joined to the second end of the trunk line

disconnect assembly;

one or more seat group disconnect assemblies having a first end and a second

end, wherein the first end of the seat group disconnect assembly is substantially joined

to the second end of the trunk line to seat group cable disconnect assembly; and

a number, N, of seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assemblies,

each of said seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assembly having a first

end and a second end, wherein said first end of each of the seat group disconnect to

video display unit cable assembly, substantially provides connection with the second

end of the seat group disconnect and the second end of each of seat group disconnect

to video display unit cable assembly, substantially joins to a video display unit.

11. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein the system is

configured to use in a mode of transporting people.



12. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein said one or more

trunk line to head-end cable assemblies substantially joins to said one or more servers

through said first end of the trunk line to head-end cable assemblies.

13. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein said one or more

trunk line to head-end cable assemblies comprises a passive fiber optic network.

14. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein the seat group

disconnect to video display unit cable assemblies comprises a passive fiber optic network.

15. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein said number, P, of

cable terminations on the first end of the trunk line to head-end cable assembly is greater than

or equal to 1.

16. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein said number, Q, of

cable terminations on the first end of the trunk line to head-end cable assembly is greater than

or equal to the number, P, of cable terminations on the first end of the trunk line to server

cable assembly .

17. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 11, wherein said number, Q, of

cable terminations on the second end of the trunk line to head-end cable assembly is less than

or equal to the number of seats in the mode of transporting people.

18. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein the number, N, of

the seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assemblies is greater than or equal to 1.

19. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein the number, N, of

the seat group disconnect to video display unit cable assemblies is between 1 and 10.

20. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, further comprising a fiber¬

optic junction box configured to provide a fiber signal path from said one or more servers to

one or more video display units,

wherein said one or more servers are joined to said fiber-optic junction box

through one or more server link cable assemblies, and

wherein said one or more trunk line to head-end cable assemblies substantially

joins to said fiber-optic junction box through said first end of the trunk line to head¬

end cable assemblies.



21. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 20, wherein the fiber-optic

junction box is further configured to provide a fiber signal path between two or more servers

provided to said fiber-optic junction box with server link cable assemblies.

22. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 20, wherein each of said one or

more video display units is substantially joined to one server through a passive fiber optic

network, the junction box and a server link cable assembly.

23. The passenger entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein said one or more

video display units are provided with fiber disconnects.

24. The entertainment system of Claim 10, wherein the server further comprises:

an application server further comprising at least one of;

a video server;

an audio server;

a game server;

a file server; and

a passenger flight information system.

25. A method of distributing information in connection with passenger

entertainment system, said method comprising;

marshalling information in a server;

transporting information from said server to one or more trunk line disconnect

assemblies over one or more trunk line to head-end cable assemblies;

transporting information from said one or more trunk line disconnect

assemblies to one or more trunk line to seat group disconnect assemblies;

transporting information from said one or more trunk line to seat group

disconnect assemblies to one or more seat group disconnect assemblies over one or

more trunk line to seat group disconnect cable assemblies; and

transporting information from said one or more seat group disconnect

assemblies to one or more video display units over one or more seat group disconnect

to video display unit cable assemblies.
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